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BOND

RECONNECT WITH BOND.
Creating a positive vibe in spaces is related to the comfort and 
privacy you offer to the people that use them. Great interior design 
ensures spatial élan and connection. With Bond, designed by Peter 
van de Water, Cascando introduces a completely new series of 
seating elements that inspire connectivity between a space and its 
users. Better connect with Bond.

Bond single seaters and two and a half seat sofa.

What if each and
every space becomes 
a center for inspiration 
and development?

RePower the joy 
of togetherness.
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BOND

INTRODUCING BOND. 
Bond’s design is striking yet modest in shape. The soft round 
shell that beautifully forms both back and armrest is a 
characteristic design element. Friendly, appealing and compatible. 
The matte black steel base signals refinement. Bond easily fits 
into any environment.

Bond single seater (integrated table as option) 
in Kvadrat - Maharam Merit 0030.
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BOND

ACTIVE AND COMFORTABLE. 
Bond is a design that revolves around offering a perfect sitting 
posture. Very suitable for receiving people, meeting and quick 
discussions about important every day business issues. 
The curvature of the back, the correct angle of the armrest and 
the density of the seat allow for a perfect seating solution. 
The result: an active and comfortable seating experience.

Bond two and a half seat sofa 
in Kvadrat Divina-3 0236.
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EMPOWER THE JOY 
OF TOGETHERNESS. 
Bond fits perfectly into Cascando’s design vision; creating 
a stimulating social environment that better connects people 
to space, and space to people. All in an effort to strengthen 
positive office cultures that facilitate individual and group 
work essentials.

Bond five seat sofa. Fabric Kvadrat Galaxy 0298. 
Combined with Paddy poufs and Rombo planter.
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The slim steel base, in matte black lacquer, carries the beautiful 
seat shell in a natural way. Every Bond setting inspires a versatile 
use of space. It allows you to evolve spatial dynamics, improve 
usability and create a perfect match in any room.

Bond inspires 
a versatile use 
of space.

The side table, suitable for working on your 
laptop or enjoying a coffee, can be easily placed on 
the base as an option. The table is also available 
in a freestanding version.
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BOND

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN.
Bond’s design is timeless and durable. High-quality materials and 
fabrics ensure a long service life. Bond is made with great attention 
to the use of raw materials and local production. We feel obliged to 
keep our footprint as small as possible.

Bond single seater in Kvadrat Harald-3 0792.
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BOND WELCOMES USERS 
WITH A FRIENDLY EMBRACE. 
‘It is striking how modest Bond’s size feels when positioned in a 
space. The design looks quite compact, but when you sit down it 
feels generous and enjoyable. Each element in the series has been 
optimized in matters of size and comfort. Something that you will 
definitely notice when you experience Bond for the first time.’

Bond 
by Peter van de Water
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‘Each element in the series 
has been optimized in matters 
of size and comfort.’

— Peter van de Water
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BOND

LOBBY, LOUNGE OR OPEN OFFICE. 
Receive, meet, relax? The series includes a generous armchair, 
two and a half seats, three seats, five seats and a corner sofa. 
With Bond seating elements, every room can be furnished in an 
inviting way.

Bond five seat sofa, combined with single seaters 
and Rombo planters. 
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Two and a half seat sofa in Kvadrat Divina-3 0236, 
single seater in Kvadrat - Maharam Merit 0030, five 
seat sofa in Kvadrat Galaxy 0298, combined with 
Paddy table and Bamboo coat stand.
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SIT TOGETHER APART. 
The aesthetic quality of a space gives trust to employees and 
visitors. Of course, safety and social distance is required too.
The wide five-seater sofa and the spacious corner sofa offer 
the possibility to sit at a good distance from each other. 

Bond corner sofas and five seat sofas.
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Organic seating,
an inviting 
atmosphere.

Bond corner sofas with integrated tables.
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SEATING

MATERIALS

FABRICS

CATAGORY A

CATAGORY B

CATAGORY C

ACCESSORIES

BOND ELEMENTS & DIMENSIONS
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Dimensions in cm

Table can be placed in the frame. 
The top is 360° rotatable.

CAMIRA URBAN 

GABRIEL STEP MELANGE 

CAMIRA XTREME 

GABRIEL CHILI

ARPA FENIX

0720 NERO

GABRIEL MEDLEY GABRIEL GO CHECK 

CAMIRA BLAZER 

KVADRAT CANVAS 2

OAK VENEER

CAMIRA MAIN LINE FLAX CAMIRA PATINA 

KVADRAT REMIX 3 KVADRAT HERO CAMIRA SYNERGY 

CATAGORY D

KVADRAT STEELCUT 2 KVADRAT STEELCUT TRIO 3KVADRAT DIVINA 3 KVADRAT 

DIVINA MELANGE 3

KVADRAT

HALLINGDAL 65 

CATAGORY O

GABRIEL TONAL GABRIEL MICA CAMIRA RIVET CAMIRA ERA GABRIEL CURA 

FRAME
Powder coated steel with light structure. 
Color Traffic black (RAL 9017) Feet are provided with felt.
 
TABLE - FRAME
Powder coated steel with light structure.
Color Traffic black (RAL 9017).
 

OTHER FABRICS AND COSTUMER OWN MATERIAL ON REQUEST

TABLE - TOP
Black MDF core with laquered edges provided with top layer.
Top layer options:
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Identity & photography: Floor Knaapen

Styling: Tessa Hemink 

Graphic design: Smel *creative agency

Portrait photography: Iris Duvekot

Renders: Joep Swagemakers

Text: <JNSN> Arold Jansen

Subject to printer’s errors

www.cascando.com
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HEAD OFFICE

Cascando Products b.v. 

Impact 2

NL-6921 RZ Duiven

The Netherlands

T  +31 (0)26 35 19 603

E  design@cascando.nl

I  www.cascando.com


